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ABSTRACT

1

It is challenging for cloud-native relational databases to meet the
ever-increasing needs of scaling compute and memory resources
independently and elastically. The recent emergence of memory
disaggregation architecture, relying on high-speed RDMA network,
offers opportunities to build cost-effective and elastic cloud-native
databases. There exist proposals to let unmodified applications
run transparently on disaggregated systems. However, running
relational database kernel atop such proposals experiences notable
performance degradation and time-consuming failure recovery,
offsetting the benefits of disaggregation.
To address these challenges, in this paper, we propose a novel
database architecture called LegoBase, which explores the co-design
of database kernel and memory disaggregation. It pushes the memory management back to the database layer for bypassing the Linux
I/O stack and re-using or designing (remote) memory access optimizations with an understanding of data access patterns. LegoBase
further splits the conventional ARIES fault tolerance protocol to
independently handle the local and remote memory failures for fast
recovery of compute instances. We implemented LegoBase atop
MySQL. We compare LegoBase against MySQL running on a standalone machine and the state-of-the-art disaggregation proposal
Infiniswap. Our evaluation shows that even with a large fraction of
data placed on the remote memory, LegoBase’s system performance
in terms of throughput (up to 9.41% drop) and P99 latency (up to
11.58% increase) is comparable to the monolithic MySQL setup, and
significantly outperforms (1.99×-2.33×, respectively) the deployment of MySQL over Infiniswap. Meanwhile, LegoBase introduces
an up to 3.87× and 5.48× speedup of the recovery and warm-up
time, respectively, over the monolithic MySQL and MySQL over
Infiniswap, when handling failures or planned re-configurations.

With the increasing migration of applications from on-premise data
centers to clouds, cloud-native relational databases have become a
pivotal technique for cloud vendors. By leveraging modern cloud
infrastructures, they provide equivalent or superior performance to
traditional databases at a lower cost and higher elasticity. As a consequence, in recent years, major cloud vendors have launched their
own cloud-native databases, such as Amazon Aurora[42], Azure Hyperscale [15, 30], Google Spanner [14] and Alibaba PolarDB[9, 10].
However, even the state-of-the-art cloud-native databases still
embrace the monolithic server architecture where CPU and memory are tightly coupled. This makes it hard to fulfill the evergrowing and highly elastic resource demands from web-scale applications [36, 38]. For example, analytic queries favor a large amount
of memory, which may exceed the capacity of a single machine,
and would experience significant performance degradation when
the working set does not fit into memory. In addition, the CPU utilization of database instances could be low most of the time [11, 32],
but occasionally may reach high levels when handling bursty traffic
, e.g., a promotion event. With the monolithic architecture, scaling
down/up the memory or CPU resources after provisioning them
in a server may cause resource fragmentation or failure [20, 43].
Furthermore, since the memory resource occupied by a single instance cannot be allocated across server boundaries, the unused
and available memory resource scattered across the cluster are not
easily harvested and utilized, resulting in a waste of resources. For
example, one of the Alibaba clusters’ memory utilization varies
between 5%–60% over 80% of its running time [11].
With the rapid evolution of networking techniques, there is great
potential for building a cost-effective and elastic cloud-native database based on memory disaggregation. Most of the recent proposals
such as LegoOS [40] and Infiniswap [22] are implemented in the
operating system layer, hiding accesses to remote memory resource
within interfaces like virtual block device interfaces and virtual
memory mapping, and expose them transparently to unmodified
memory-intensive applications. In this paper, we pay attention to
apply these general-purpose proposals to support databases and
understand their performance implications. Interestingly, the integration results in a significant performance loss. This performance
gap stems from two factors: (1) every remote page access needs to
go through the full Linux I/O stack, which takes nearly an order of
magnitude longer than the network latency; and (2) the databaseoblivious memory management (e.g. cache eviction) neglects the
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INTRODUCTION

unique data access patterns of database workloads, resulting in
significantly higher cache miss ratio.
Last but not least, another advantage of memory disaggregation
is to enable fine-grained failure handling of CPU and memory resources, since they are decoupled and disseminated, and will not fail
at the same time. However, the database kernel is still monolithic
and cannot use the advantage of disaggregation to improve availability. In particular, the current fault tolerance mechanism prevents
from handling failures of local and remote memory independently,
and leads to a time-consuming failure recovery.
To address the above problems, we propose LegoBase, a novel
cloud-native database architecture to exploit the full potential of
memory disaggregation, with the following contributions:
First, we advocate to co-design database kernel with disaggregation. Unlike general purpose solutions that emphasize transparency
for database, we instead extend the buffer pool management module in database kernel to be aware of remote memory, which could
entirely bypass the cumbersome Linux I/O stack. Furthermore, it
allows us to explore optimization opportunities brought by tracking
data access patterns for database workloads, and utilize well studied
optimizations that already exist in database kernel, such as the LRU
mechanism for page management in the buffer pool.
Second, we propose a novel two-tier ARIES protocol to handle
failures of compute nodes and the remote memory, independently.
Since the compute node and the remote memory are unlikely to
fail at the same time, we can use the data cached in the remote
memory to accelerate the reboot process of the compute node. This
protocol evolves the traditional ARIES algorithm by tiering the
operations of flushing dirty page and creating checkpoint into two
layers. The compute node treats the remote buffer as a persistence
layer, and flushes dirty pages and creates first-tier checkpoints to it
at a high frequency. Furthermore, we offload the duty of ensuring
data persistence to the remote memory, which directly flushes dirty
pages to underlying storage and create second-tier checkpoints.
Finally, we implement a prototype system of LegoBase on the
codebase of MySQL. We intensively evaluate LegoBase with TPCC, TPC-H, Sysbench and a production workload. Our evaluation
results show that even with a large fraction of data placed in the remote memory, LegoBase’s system performance in terms of throughput and latency is comparable to the monolithic MySQL setup, and
significantly outperforms running MySQL over Infiniswap. Meanwhile, the recovery and warm-up time for LegoBase is much faster
than both the monolithic MySQL and MySQL over Infiniswap, during failure handling or elastic re-configurations.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 Cloud-native Relational Databases
A number of cloud-native database systems have been proposed
and designed, for example, Amazon Aurora[42], Microsoft Azure
SQL Database [15, 30], Google Spanner [14] and Alibaba PolarDB[9,
10]. They offer similar interfaces as the traditional ones but with
significant innovations to leverage the modern cloud infrastructures
for better performance, scalability, availability and elasticity [31, 41].
Thus, they have become the building blocks for hosting data and
serving queries for a wide range of applications such as e-payment,
e-commerce, online education, and gaming.
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Figure 1: Architecture of cloud-native relational databases.

Figure 2: The varied CPU utilization of a representative Alibaba workload within 7 days.
Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of a typical cloud-native relational database. It consists of two major system components: (1)
a scale-out persistent storage layer hosts the actual data and writeahead logs for achieving fault tolerance, which is often a distributed
file system or object store; and (2) a compute instance running in
a container, which still includes most of the software modules of
a traditional database kernel such as SQL execution engine, transaction manager, recovery daemon, etc. To offer fast responses, the
compute instance caches data loaded from the storage layer in its
local memory buffer as much as possible.

2.2

Elastic Resource Demands

A large number of applications relying on databases are memoryintensive. Our study and other work [2, 22] identified that they favor
a large amount of memory allocation and suffer from significant
performance loss when their working sets cannot fit into memory.
In addition, their CPU utilizations vary a lot from time to time.
Figure 2 shows the 7-day CPU usage ratios of a representative
workload from Alibaba cloud with high variation. Most of the time,
the CPU utilization is below 50% or even lower. However, it can
reach up to 91.27% at peak for short time periods.
Customers who pay for the use of cloud-native databases would
expect an elastic deployment, which enables to scale up/down memory and CPU resources independently for achieving sustained high
throughput and low latency when adapting to workload changes
under their monetary constraints. Similarly, cloud vendors also appreciate flexible resource allocation to better meet various customers’
requirements, improve hardware utilization, and reduce hardware
investment. However, the current monolithic server-centric resource allocation and software design pattern are not a good fit for
the fast-changing cloud hardware, software, and cost needs.

2.3

Resource Disaggregation

With the rapid development of scalable and fast network technologies such as RDMA, resource disaggregation, where hardware resources in traditional server are distributed into network-connected
isolated components, is a promising solution to meet the elastic resource allocation demands and has started to gain wide support and
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Figure 3: Performance numbers of TPC-C and TPC-H
achieved by running MySQL over Infiniswap with its working set in memory (possibly spanning across local and remote buffer). Here, we have three memory configurations
with 100%, 75% and 50% local memory buffer ratios. For TPCC, we set the warehouse parameter to 200 and use a 20GB
dataset, while setting the scale factor to 30 and populating
the database with 40GB data for TPC-H.
popularity [3, 19, 40]. Here, we focus on memory disaggregation,
which is in high demand for memory intensive database applications and the start-of-the-art cloud-native databases already decouple storage from computation. Recent proposals like Infiniswap[22]
and Leap [2] fall into this category and expose a remote memory
paging system to unmodified applications, or some proposals like
LegoOS [40] design a new OS architecture for hardware resource
disaggregation. However, when applying the start-of-the-art memory disaggregated architectures to the database context, we find
that they fail to achieve promising benefits in terms of performance
gains and elastic deployment.
First, to understand the performance bottlenecks, we run MySQL
over Infiniswap with two widely used workloads TPC-C and TPC-H.
Figure 3 summarizes the impact of the local buffer size on throughput and query latency of the two workloads. Across all memory
configurations, memory space may span over local and remote
buffer but the working set of the corresponding workload can always fit into memory. We observe that moving more data from
local buffer to remote memory has negative impacts on the overall
performance. For instance, with regard to TPC-C, we observe a
39.5% drop in system throughput when allocating 25% remote memory, compared to the monolithic architecture (denoted by “100%”),
where all memory space is local. Furthermore, decreasing the local
memory ratio from 75% to 50%, the performance becomes worse
and is only 49.8% of the best performing monolithic architecture.
Similar performance degradation trends are observed for TPC-H.
Here, we report the latency comparison of three selective queries.
Overall, the query latency significantly increases as the local memory ratio decreases. For instance, the query latencies of the “75%”
and “50%” memory allocation are 1.59 - 2.93 × and 1.87 - 3.72 × of
that of “100%”, respectively.
The performance inefficiencies are mainly contributed by the
ignorance of the unique characteristics of a database system with a
general and transparent memory disaggregated architecture. First,
to avoid introducing significant changes to hosting applications,
Infiniswap manifests itself as a Linux kernel module. However, this
transparent design imposes extra high overhead due to its slow
data path. For example, accessing a remote 4KB page in Infiniswap
takes roughly 40 𝜇𝑠 [2], while the latency of a one-sided RDMA
4KB write/read operation takes only 4-6 𝜇𝑠. Second, Infiniswap
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Figure 4: The recovery performance comparison when rebooting a MySQL instance with TPC-C atop three setups,
namely, the monolithic architecture, Infiniswap (Is), and our
system LegoBase. The database size is 50GB.

achieves low cache hit ratios and introduces a significant number of
RDMA operations, which are still much slower than local memory
accesses. The reasons are three-fold: (1) it is not aware of data access
patterns inside a database kernel, and may place in the remote buffer
temporary or client session related data that occupy a small fraction
of memory space but are frequently visited; (2) we find that the
OS LRU cache algorithms are less effective to keep hot data locally
and find candidates for page eviction, compared to the highlyoptimized ones used by databases. However, the general solution
sitting in OS cannot use these advanced algorithms; and (3) Virtual
memory in OS exposes fixed-sized pages to applications (typically
4KB). However, database data exhibits variable page sizes ranging
between 2KB to 16KB. It would cause multiple RDMA operations
for a single database page access. Throughout our measurement,
the RDMA operation latency is not proportional to the page sizes,
e.g., with the 25Gbps RDMA, accessing a 16KB remote page takes
11.2 𝜇𝑠, only 30% higher than that of an 8KB page.
Apart from the performance issue, though disaggregated resources like CPU and memory are the unit of independent allocation
and failure handling by concept, the state-of-the-art solutions fail to
provide fast responses to failures or planned hardware operations,
which are considered to be more important when running missioncritical and memory-intensive applications. To understand this, we
crash a MySQL instance atop Infiniswap with the TPC-C workload
and different remote memory ratios when its system performance
becomes stable, and measure the fail-over time costs. We measure
the recovery time corresponding to the process to restore the inconsistency states right before crashes to the latest checkpoint. We
also measure the warm-up time, which corresponds to the time
spent in populating all local and remote memory buffers. We also
compare the time costs against the monolithic architecture and our
proposal LegoBase. In Figure 4, both monolithic architecture and
Infiniswap take a long time to recover inconsistent states, e.g., 160
seconds. Similarly, they also experience a much longer warm-up
time, e.g., 50-61 seconds. However, Infiniswap introduces a 45.7%55.7% increase in the warm-up time. This is because there are a
significant number of RDMA operations for filling in the remote
memory buffer with memory pages that need to be swapped out
from the local memory buffer (which is already full). Again, the
higher remote memory ratio leads to a longer warm-up time. Finally,
unlike these baselines, our novel memory disaggregated solution
LegoBase significantly enables fast rebooting. For instance, with
50% remote memory, it introduces a up to 3.87× and 5.48× speedups

of the recovery and warm-up time, respectively, compared to both
monolithic and Infiniswap.
We identify the above inefficiency stemming from mismatches
between the memory disaggregated architecture and the conventional monolithic software design, particularly, the traditional fault
tolerance mechanism. Though memory is split across local and
memory buffers in the context of memory disaggregation, the conventional designs such as Infiniswap still treat the two buffers as an
entirety. Therefore, when a local compute node crashes, the whole
memory space should be recovered by replaying the write-ahead
logs. This would result in slow recovery considering the remote
buffers are much larger than local ones and contain a large number of dirty pages. In addition, this precludes the opportunities to
reuse the data already cached in the remote buffers when scaling
up/down the compute node.

3

DISAGGREGATED DATABASE
ARCHITECTURE
3.1 Design Rationale
Based on the aforementioned problems, in this paper, we advocate
the co-design of database kernel and memory disaggregation to
exploit the full potential of flexible memory and CPU resource
allocation in the context of cloud-native database, and we are the
first to materialize it in practice. We propose LegoBase, a novel
cloud-native relational database architecture. It evolves the state-ofthe-art designs such as Aurora, HyperScale and PolarDB, where the
persistent storage is already decoupled from the rest of database
logic, to further remove the binding between CPU and memory
resources. LegoBase significantly differs from the existing general
memory disaggregation proposals like LegoOS, Infiniswap and Leap
by the following design considerations.
The first consideration is to close the performance gap between
the monolithic setups and memory disaggregated ones. To do so,
we push the memory management and remote memory access back
to the database layer rather than the underlying Linux kernel. This
provides us with three benefits for achieving better performance
compared to the aforementioned database-oblivious solutions: 1) we
make the remote memory page access completely bypass the timeconsuming kernel data path and avoid the benefits of using RDMA
to be offset by the kernel traversing time cost (usually 30 𝜇𝑠 [2]);
(2) we can retain the sophisticated design of the LRU mechanism
used in the conventional relational database such as MySQL, which
we find much more effective than the similar counterparts used
in the Linux kernel; and (3) we could explore database-specific
optimizations such as clever metadata caching and dynamic page
alignment w.r.t access patterns and data layout for reducing the
number of remote communication steps.
Second, to mitigate the problems related to fault tolerance, we rearchitecture the fault tolerance mechanism, which enables the local
and remote node to handle faults independently as much as possible.
In more detail, changes to both local and remote memory need to be
protected via dirty page flushing and checkpointing. We treat the
remote memory as another persistence layer and first flush dirty
pages in the local buffer to remote memory and create checkpoints
there. This can be done efficiently at high speed since flushing
to remote memory via RDMA is two orders of magnitude faster
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Figure 5: LegoBase overview. Three components are connected by our highly-optimized RDMA library.
than flushing to the persistent shared storage. When only the local
buffer crashes, its recovery from the checkpoints stored on remote
memory can be extremely fast since only quite a few pages that
need to be restored between the last checkpoint and the crash point.
However, we still need to handle remote memory crashes, which
may lead to data loss. To do so, we introduce another level of fault
tolerance mechanism to the remote memory side, which flushes
dirty pages shipped from the local memory and the generated big
checkpoints to persistent storage. When remote memory crashes,
its recovery process resorts to the traditional database recovery.

3.2

Overall Architecture

Figure 5 gives a high-level overview of LegoBase. This new structure consists of three key components, namely, (1) Persistent Shared
Storage (pStorage), which employs the replication protocols for storing write-ahead logs, checkpoints and database tables, (2) Compute
Node (cNode), which performs SQL queries by consuming data from
pStorage, and (3) Global Memory Cluster (gmCluster), which could
allocate infinite remote memory to hold the bulk of cNode’s working
set that cannot fit into its local memory. All these three components
are connected by RDMA network for fast data access. Note that
we rely on pStorage to offer data availability and database crash
consistency in the presence of failures.
Within cNode, we retain the design of a traditional relational
database, where a SQL engine executes SQL queries by interacting
with a Local Buffer Manager, which manages a small amount of
local memory buffer (e.g., 64MB-1GB) for hosting some hot memory
pages. However, different from its original monolithic setup, the
bulk of its memory pages are stored in the remote buffer pools
allocated and managed by gmCluster. Thus, we then introduce a
Remote Buffer Agent, which acts as the proxy of gmCluster, caches
the necessary metadata (such as remote page addresses and identifiers) and performs fast reads and writes to the remote buffer pools
managed by gmCluster. Additionally, to support fast recovery of
cNode, here LegoBase augments cNode with a Light Fault Tolerance
Daemon, which performs exactly the same logic with the following
changes. It persists write-ahead logs (WAL) to pStorage as usual,
but pushes checkpoints and dirty pages at higher frequency to
gmCluster rather than pStorage.
gmCluster spans across multiple physical servers and harvests
their spare memory to form a number of Remote Buffer Pools,
each of which consists of a large number of memory pages and is

Figure 6: Local and remote memory management in LegoBase. The dotted arrows represent page accesses from local buffer
pool, while the solid arrows correspond to the remote page accesses via the locally cached remote address pointers. And the
dashed arrows indicate page accesses from persistent shared storage.
allocated for one cNode upon request. We employ a Remote Buffer
Manager to take care of all these pages and serve the read and write
requests from cNode. Finally, to retain the fault tolerance guarantees,
we offload the original checkpointing and dirty page flushing logics
from cNode to the Heavy Fault Tolerance Daemon residing on the
memory node of gmCluster, which allows independent recovery of
local and remote buffers and easy re-usage of remote buffers. Due
to its light management cost, gmCluster does not require dedicated
servers; instead, it can co-locate with other workloads.
Figure 6 also depicts the different types of LegoBase I/O traffics.
When the SQL Engine needs to read a memory page, it first consults the Local Buffer Manager to locate the target page in local
memory buffer. If missed, it continues to ask the Remote Buffer
Agent to read the target page remotely. When the requested page
is neither in local nor remote buffer, cNode reads it from pStorage.
Upon the completion of a write request, cNode writes its WAL log
entries to pStorage to prevent data loss in presence of failures. cNode treats gmCluster as another layer of persistence, and its Light
Fault Tolerance Daemon periodically flushes cold dirty pages in its
local buffer to its remote buffer pool on gmCluster, as well as the
corresponding checkpoints. On the remote side, the Heavy Daemon
also periodically collects dirty pages from the Remote Buffer Pool
and flushes them to pStorage for generating checkpoints.

4

DATABASE-AWARE MEMORY
DISAGGREGATION
4.1 Local and Remote Memory Management
In Figure 6, we introduce two layered buffer pools to the compute
node for hosting hot data pages in both local and remote memory
spaces. When booting a compute node, we first allocate its local
buffer pool as a contiguous memory space with a pre-defined size.
In addition, gmCluster aggregates memory space from multiple
physical servers together to form a distributed shared memory.
LegoBase’s remote shared memory space consists of many remote
buffer pools that are the unit of address mapping, the unit of recovery, and the unit of registration for RDMA-enabled NICs. When a
cNode is launching, we also allocate a remote buffer pool consisting
of the requested number of memory pages for it. It is worth noting
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that the local buffer pool is small and serves as a cache of the most
recently used pages for the remote large buffer pool.
Each page has a metadata frame, which includes a page identifier
(e.g., table id in the database namespace plus the offset of the target
page in that table) inherited from the upper SQL execution engine,
and two address pointers pointing to its address in either local and
remote buffer. Free pages’ page identifiers are NULL, while cached
pages’ metadata attributes are properly set. We appoint a Local
Page Allocator for cNode and a Remote Page Allocator for
gmCluster with similar logics to manage metadata frames of and
allocate free pages when accessing pages that are either not locally
cached or only on pStorage.
We employ two LRU lists in cNode to organize metadata frames
of most recently used memory pages for local and remote buffer
pools, respectively. LRU_LBP links metadata frames of pages that
are cached in both local and remote buffer pools, while LRU_RBP
manages metadata of pages that have already been evicted from
local to remote. This design allows us not only to enjoy the existing
database-optimized LRU implementation for managing the local
memory buffer, but also to cache necessary metadata of remote
memory pages (e.g., their remote memory addresses) for enabling
fast RDMA one-sided operations. We make the Remote Buffer Agent
manage LRU_RBP in cNode.
Finally, to quickly locate a page requested by the upper SQL
execution engine, cNode contains a hash-table PHASH_LBP, which
maps a page identifier to the metadata frame of the relevant page
in two LRU lists. Non-existence results from the hash table lookups
indicate the requested pages are not cached and should be loaded
from pStorage. There is a similar hash table PHASH_RBP in gmCluster,
which is used to accelerate the remote page address lookups when
cNode reboots and its LRU_RBP is not populated yet.
cNode includes four RDMA-based operations to communicate
with gmCluster to co-manage remote memory pages as follows:
• Register: When cNode loads a non-cached page from pStorage, it
must register that page in both remote and local buffer. To do so,
cNode sends the page id to gmCluster’s Remote Page Allocator,
which then allocates a free remote page and updates PHASH_RBP.
Next, gmCluster returns the page’s remote address directly to
cNode by a one-sided RDMA Write operation. Finally, Local

Page Allocator finds a free local page and places its metadata
frame with both local and remote addresses set onto LRU_LBP.
• DeRegister: When the remote buffer pool is full, we need to
recycle remote memory space. To achieve this, cNode collects a
few candidate pages from LRU_RBP and sends their page ids to
gmCluster. Upon arrival, Remote Page Allocator initiates the
space recycling task, which will be jointly executed by our page
eviction (Section 4.3) and flushing mechanisms (Section 5.1).
• Read: Since the pages’ remote addresses are cached in LRU_RBP
most of the time, when cNode wants to read a remotely cached
page, it goes through the fast path, and just needs to use a RDMA
Read to directly access gmCluster’s memory with no gmCluster CPU involvement. However, when the remote address is not
cached, remote reads will execute the normal path, where gmCluster should be involved for performing the PHASH_RBP lookups.
• Flush: We allow cNode to flush dirty pages to its remote buffer
pool for either space recycling or fault tolerance (Section 5).

4.2

Memory Page Access

Read paths. When reading a memory page, the upper layer SQL
engine first queries PHASH_LBP to obtain the target page’s metadata
organized by the two LRU lists. In total, there are three major read
paths in LegoBase (Figure 6). First, if the page metadata tells this
page is locally cached, then LegoBase reads that page directly from
the local buffer pool using its local address pointer. Upon loading a
remotely cached page, Local Page Allocator on cNode first tries
to get a local free page which will be filled with remote content
via an RDMA read operation. Next, it needs to finalize this remote
loading by removing its metadata frame from LRU_RBP, which is
then injected to LRU_LBP with the local address pointers set.
Finally, where the requested page is not found in both buffer
pools, we need to read it from pStorage. Similar to the above remote
page reading, we first obtain a free local page 𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 from Local
Page Allocator and create a connection between the requested
page id and 𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 ’s metadata frame in PHASH_LBP for future visits.
Then, we overwrite this free page by the content loaded from pStorage. Next, cNode registers this page to the remote buffer pool by
making Remote Page Allocator to allocate a free remote page for
accommodating the newly read data with PHASH_RBP accordingly
updated. In the end, cNode properly sets the address pointers of
𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 ’s metadata frame, which is then linked into LRU_LBP.
It is worth mentioning that we assume that there are always
free pages left for allocation requests along the above paths. With
regard to cases where no free pages are available, we have to trigger
the page eviction process either locally or remotely (Section 4.3).
Write paths. The way we handle write requests looks quite similar
to reads, since writing a page needs to pull the old content to the
local buffer pool via one of the three read paths presented above.
Once the requested page is prepared, we overwrite its content and
flag it as “dirty”. The background flush threads are responsible for
writing dirty pages to gmCluster for fault tolerance, and we will
expand the discussion on dirty page flushing in Section 5.

4.3

optimized for relational database workloads, to manage LRU_LBP.
When the room is needed to add a new page to the local buffer
pool, the least recently used page is evicted and a new page is
added to the middle of that list. This midpoint insertion strategy
partitions LRU_LBP into two parts, namely, the young sub-list (at
head) containing most recently accessed pages, while the old sublist (at tail) including aged pages. The position of the middle point
is configurable to adapt to different temporal and spatial localities.
Accessing a cached page makes it become “young”, moving it to
the head of the young sub-list. For local memory reclamation, we
just need to evict pages from the tail of the old sub-list.
Unlike LRU_LBP, we use a simpler LRU algorithm to manage
LRU_RBP with no midpoint insertion strategy. This is because all
pages in that list are retiring from LRU_LBP and we do not insert
new pages to it. When no free remote pages are left, for making
room for new pages in the remote buffer, cNode needs to recycle
pages from the tail of LRU_RBP. For dirty pages, we have to flush
them back to pStorage for data persistence.
There exist two types of LRU eviction, namely, LRU_LBP eviction
and LRU_RBP eviction. Concerning the LRU_LBP eviction, when no
free pages are available in the local buffer, cNode will scan the tail
of the old sub-list of LRU_LBP to find the coldest page as an eviction
candidate. There are two possible cases. First, if the selected eviction
page is unmodified, we will simply move its metadata frame from
LRU_LBP to LRU_RBP. Second, if that page is dirty, then we have
to flush its content to the remote buffer, followed by returning it
to Local Page Allocator for future allocation and moving its
metadata frame from LRU_LBP to LRU_RBP.
The LRU_RBP eviction looks slightly different from the LRU_LBP
counterpart. When all free pages of the remote buffer are used
up, cNode will find a remote page eviction candidate 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒 from
the tail of LRU_RBP and execute a DeRegister operation against
gmCluster with 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒 ’s page id as the parameter. If this page is
unmodified, we simply return it back to Remote Page Allocator
and delete its relevant entries from both PHASH_RBP and PHASH_LBP.
However, when 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒 is dirty, we have to additionally make
gmCluster flush its content to pStorage prior to executing the similar
steps as the unmodified pages.
Finally, page eviction can take longer when it involves dirty page
flushing. To remove its negative performance impact on the SQL
query processing critical path, we appoint a background thread
to periodically release cold pages whenever needed. To trigger
this procedure, we reserve a fixed number of free pages for cheap
allocation. In our practice, we find setting it to 100 is sufficient.
When the number of free pages drops below that threshold, the
background thread will be woken up to scan both LRU lists and
recycle least used pages, possibly flushing dirty pages from local to
remote or remote to pStorage.

4.4

Efficient RDMA-based Communication

We rely on fast RDMA network to close the performance gap between local and remote page accesses. However, unlike the traditional usage of RDMA, we adapt it to take into account the unique
I/O characteristics of databases as follows.

LRU and Page Eviction

We manage the two LRU lists differently. First, we apply a similar
least recently used (LRU) algorithm used in MySQL [34], highly
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One-sided RDMA operations. We intensively use one-sided RDMA
operations issued by cNode to gmCluster to achieve high performance with low CPU overhead. However, the difficulty we face
here is to notify gmCluster when the corresponding operations
complete. There are two possible notification techniques such as
memory address polling and event driven, which behave differently
and have various system implications. First, the polling method
incurs negligible overhead at a high cost of gmCluster’s CPU utilization. Therefore, we assign it to handle latency-sensitive LegoBase
operations such as register, read and write, which will affect user
experience. In contrast, second, the event driven method consumes
little CPU resource but incurs high latency. Thus, we use it for the
background evict operations.
Variable-sized database pages. The page sizes in modern database systems range from 2 to 16 KB. However, it is difficult to enable
dynamic variable-sized page allocation, since using RDMA requires
us to register the remote memory space when bootstrapping cNode. Therefore, LegoBase uses fixed-size pages (typically 16KB) as
the unit of memory management. This design avoids splitting one
database page remote access into a few RDMA operations, which is
instead performed by OS-level disaggregated solutions. However,
this also introduces two challenges to handle pages smaller than
16KB. First, when accessing a 2KB page, one would read the entire
16KB remote page, resulting in poor network performance and unnecessary bandwidth usage. To address this, we allow each RDMA
operation to take a length parameter to indicate its actual data size
and ignore the padding data when transferring data from gmCluster
to cNode. Second, using fixed-sized paging for variable-sized pages
would lead to memory fragmentation. Here, we adopt the buddy
algorithm [28] to reassemble the unused space of allocated pages
into 16KB free pages again in the background.

5

FAULT TOLERANCE AND STATE
RECOVERY

Memory disaggregation offers a great opportunity to consider the
local and remote state separately to accelerate the recovery stage.
However, the current fault tolerance mechanism such as ARIES[33]
still treats the two separated memory spaces as an entirety, and
thus fails to exploit such opportunity. To address this fundamental
inefficiency, we extend the success of hardware disaggregation to
the software context to recover local and remote states independently. In particular, we would re-use the large alive remote buffer
when only cNode crashes. The challenge here is to help cNode obtain a consistent view of states residing in the remote buffer. To do
so, we introduce a novel Two-tier ARIES Fault Tolerance protocol,
where each tier summarizes and protects either local or remote
memory space. The first tier involves the interactions between
cNode and gmCluster for fast recovery, while the second tier is
between gmCluster and pStorage for normal recovery when the
whole application including local and remote space crashes.

5.1

Two-tier ARIES Protocol

Figure 7 illustrates the workflow of our two-tier ARIES mechanism.
When receiving modification requests (e.g., insert, update and delete)
from a transaction executed by the upper transaction manager, to
prevent data loss, we follow the original design to make cNode
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Figure 7: The two-tier ARIES protocol workflow. ①-④ correspond to the execution of updating queries, while the rest
are background flushing, checkpointing and log purging
among cNode, gmCluster and pStorage. LFT and HFT stands
for Light and Heavy Fault Tolerance, respectively.
first update the relevant pages in the local buffer and write the
corresponding log entries to Log Buffer (①-②). Then, cNode places
metadata frames of the relevant modified pages onto the flush
list FLUSH_LBP for being flushed in background (③). FLUSH_LBP is
sorted by Log Sequence Number (LSN ), which is assigned uniquely
to different transactions and represents the address of the log entry
in WAL for the corresponding transaction. Next, cNode notifies the
upper layer of the completion of the corresponding requests (④).
Finally, when transaction commit arrives, the relevant entries in
Log Buffer will be written to the WAL persisted on pStorage.
In background, our LFT Daemon collects a batch of dirty pages
associated with oldest LSN numbers from FLUSH_LBP every 𝑇 milliseconds (⑤), and writes their contents to the remote buffer (⑥).
Once dirty pages are written to gmCluster by cNode, we need to
create a tier-1 checkpoint to summarize all these successful changes
and associate it with the largest LSN among those pages (⑧).
For dirty pages shipped from cNode, gmCluster continues to place
their metadata entries onto the remote buffer flush list FLUSH_RBP
for final persistence (⑦). Again, similar to cNode, we also employ
a background daemon thread to perform bulk flushing. However,
unlike the tier-1 flushing to memory, HFT Dameon writes a batch of
modified pages gathered from FLUSH_RBP from the remote buffer
pool to the data files on pStorage at once (⑨-⑩). Upon completion,
HFT Daemon creates a tier-2 checkpoint on persistent storage.
It is worth mentioning that when a tier-1 checkpoint 𝑐ℎ𝑝𝑡𝑡 1 is
created, we cannot delete log entries whose LSN numbers are older
than 𝑐ℎ𝑝𝑡𝑡 1 ’s LSN in WAL, since the corresponding pages are just
in remote buffer and not yet persisted to underlying pStorage. We
delay this until a tier-2 checkpoint is built. At that moment, we
12 In the end, LFT Daemon can safely
report its LSN back to cNode (○).
13
purge log entries prior to that LSN on pStorage (○).

5.2

Consistent and Fast Flushes

There are two challenges LegoBase faces when considering to enable fast flushes initiated by cNode and gmCluster, respectively.
First, potential conflicts exist when cNode and gmCluster flush the
same dirty page simultaneously. A naive solution would use distributed locks to coordinate the two types of activities. However,
it would introduce performance loss and complexities to handle

lock coherence. Second, we face a partial remote memory write
problem when cNode crashes in the middle of flushing. We address
the two problems by not directly applying changes to pages in the
remote buffer, instead, accommodating writes from cNode into a
separated memory buffer on gmCluster. Here, we use the RDMA
connection buffer. Once the full contents of pages are received, we
notify gmCluster to copy to their memory locations. This design
reduces the distributed locks into local locks at the remote memory
side to coordinate local reads and writes by gmCluster. Meanwhile,
it precludes partial page writes since the connection buffer will be
discarded when cNode crashes during flushing.
We further optimize the above design by making gmCluster
actively pull dirty pages from cNode via RDMA read operations.
Compared to the naive design, where cNode performs RDMA writes
to and explicitly notifies gmCluster, the optimized design is more
efficient. Furthermore, the limited and precious RDMA connection
resources may be wasted when the corresponding dirty pages are
copied from cNode but the write locks on remote pages cannot be
obtained due to background flushing. In such case, we will introduce an extra memory copy, which loads content in the RDMA
connection buffer to another memory buffer, and release RDMA
connections immediately. Finally, once the dirty pages from the
additional memory space are written back to the remote buffer pool,
we can clear them up at once for accommodating subsequent flush
activities from cNode to gmCluster.

5.3

Failure Handling and State Recovery

After disaggregation, cNode, memory nodes of gmCluster and pStorage can fail independently. As the underlying persistent storage
often employs fault tolerance protocols such as 3-way replication
[44] or erasure coding [23, 37, 39], we omit the failure handling for
data on pStorage. Therefore, here, we focus on recovering memory
state from the following two crash scenarios.
First, we consider the case where cNode crashes but its remote
memory buffer is still available. The recovery is rather straightforward. When rebooting from such a crash, cNode first attaches its
remote buffer via initiating an RDMA connection to gmCluster with
IP address presented in its configuration file. Next, LFT Daemon
reads the latest tier-1 checkpoint created before crash in its remote
buffer. Then, it continues to traverse the WAL on pStorage and apply
changes with higher LSN than the latest tier-1 checkpoint to its local
memory. This will re-construct LRU_LBP. However, this recovery
can be done quickly, since we allow a high flushing rate for cNode
and the changes contained in checkpoint are few.
Second, we consider a more complex case where cNode and the
memory node hosting the remote buffer of cNode both crash. When
this happens, we reboot cNode and allocate a new remote buffer
for it. Next, we resort to the traditional recovery process identical
to the one used for recovering applications in a monolithic server.
In short, cNode reads tier-2 checkpoint from pStorage and use its
LSN to determine relevant changes, which will be then applied.
This recovery would result in many misses in the remote buffer.
Considering the remote buffer is much larger than the local one,
a long cold start would be expected. To mitigate this problem, we
could leverage memory replication when monetary budget permits,
i.e., allocating a backup remote buffer for cNode on another physical
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memory node in gmCluster, to mask the remote memory failure, as
LegoOS did [40].
Optimization for elastic deployment. Datacenter applications
expect cloud-native databases to offer the elasticity feature, which
provisions and de-provisions resources such as CPU and memory,
adapting workload changes. In the context of memory disaggregation, with all the above mechanisms, we can quickly migrate a
hardware setup to another for meeting the elastic goal. Scaling up
and down the remote memory allocation by gmCluster is rather
straightforward. However, changing the CPU resource allocation
on cNode would result in a planned shutdown and reboot. To optimize this, before stopping it, we make cNode flush all its dirty
pages to gmCluster and create a tier-1 checkpoint. When rebooting
from another physical server with new hardware configurations,
cNode easily attaches its remote buffer and bypasses the crash recovery process. This can be done very efficiently, and performance
evaluation numbers are presented in Section 7.6.

6

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

We implemented LegoBase on top of MySQL, with around 10000
lines of C++ code for its core functionality. The underlying storage
layer is PolarFS [10], a distributed file system at Alibaba.

6.1

RDMA Library

We build our RDMA library on IB Verbs and RDMA CM API. We
first use RDMA CM API to initialize the RDMA device context. Then
we use the Verbs API to perform the memory buffer registration
between two connected parties (i.e., cNode and memory node in gmCluster), and to post one-sided RDMA requests to target nodes via
a RDMA connection. However, the establishment of RDMA connections between gmCluster and cNode can be expensive when facing
a large number of concurrent requests due to the multiple roundtrips required by the protocol and the memory buffer allocation
and registration for performing remote writes. To eliminate this
potential bottleneck, we maintain a RDMA connection pool shared
between gmCluster and cNode for connection re-usage. For each
remote memory access, cNode will grab an available connection
and specify the remote memory address and the unique identifier
of the target pages. For the sake of performance, we further align
the registered memory address and let dedicated CPU cores poll
the specific tag to inspect the status of ongoing remote requests.

6.2

Modifications to MySQL

cNode runs a modified MySQL database with the following changes.
Memory management module. We introduce a two-tier LRU implementation, where the first tier is the ordinary LRU list of MySQL,
while the second tier is used to manage the remote pages’ metadata.
In addition, we extend the page metadata structure to include two
fields, namely, remote memory address and LRU position. The LRU
position tells if a page is cached locally. These two fields are used to
implement different data access paths presented in Section 4.2. For
a local hit, the target page can be directly served. However, when a
page is stored remotely, a RDMA request will be issued to read it
from gmCluster, taking the remote memory address field as input.
ARIES protocol. We remain the WAL writing path unchanged.
Unlike this, for the dirty page and checkpoint flushing requests, we

MySQL-100%
Infiniswap-75%

intercept the original calls to file system, and redirect the requests to
the remote buffer via RDMA operations. For state recovery, we add
an additional fast recovery path to read checkpoints from gmCluster
and replay WAL entries between them and the crashed point.

Limitations and Discussions

LegoBase organizes the memory space in a hierarchy rather than a
flat structure, where LBP is the cache of RBP. This design choice
stems from the need for fast scaling up/down the CPU resources.
With this setup, LegoBase will bring significant performance gains
for workloads with large working sets, whose sizes are far beyond
the memory capacity of the physical server that hosts the corresponding cNode. In the future, we will explore the chances to apply
optimizations such as page prefetching [2] to balance the trade-off
between local buffer sizes and overall performance.
Though the current LegoBase implementation is bound to MySQL,
we believe it is not difficult to make LegoBase support other ARIES
databases such as PostgreSQL [21], PolarDB [9, 10], etc. The integration requires modifying the codebase of these databases to add
an additional data path to fetch remote pages and to adapt their
ARIES-based fault tolerance protocols to be aware of the checkpoints stored in gmCluster (Section 6.2).
To prototype LegoBase, we only support the single-instance deployment of MySQL. This says that LegoBase offers data availability
and crash consistency in the presence of failures via the joint work
of the two-tier ARIES protocol and the replication carried out by
the underlying storage (i.e., PolarFS). To enable the database service
failover, we need to employ database redundancy, e.g., deploying a
stand-by MySQL instance in the background to catch up with the
in-memory state mutations of the foreground active instance. We
leave this exploration as future work.

7 EVALUATION
7.1 Experimental Setup
Platform. We run all experiments on three physical machines,
each with two Intel Xeon CPU E5-2682 v4 processors, 512GB DDR4
DRAM, and one 25Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-4 network adapter;
The Linux version we use is AliOS7.
Baselines. We compare the performance of LegoBase to the best
performing monolithic setup, in which a MySQL instance running
in a Docker container does not have remote memory allocation,
denoted by “MySQL”. We also choose MySQL atop Inifiniswap as
the natural memory disaggregation baseline, which leverages a
remote paging system via Linux kernel, denoted by "Infiniswap".
And PolarFS is used as underlying storage for “MySQL” and "Infiniswap". We use two machines to host LegoBase’s gmCluster and
Infiniswap’s remote paging sub-system with a total of 200GB memory space, respectively. Additionally, we use another machine to
host the MySQL data compute instances (cNode). Note that all machines are used in a shared mode with other workloads.
We focus on the single-instance performance, and use Docker[25]
to control the resource allocation of cNode. We allocate remote
memory using the APIs offered by Infiniswap’s paging system and
LegoBase. Unless stated otherwise, we consider three memory configurations, namely 100%, 75%, and 50%. The 100% configuration
corresponds to the monolithic MySQL setup, where we create a
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Figure 8: Performance comparison of the TPC-C benchmark
between LegoBase and Infiniswap with varied memory allocation configurations
Docker with enough local memory to fit the entire working set
in memory for a target workload. We measure the peak memory
usage of the monolithic MySQL configuration, and run 75% and
50% configurations of LegoBase and Infiniswap by creating Dockers
with enough local memory to fit the corresponding fractions of
their peak usage and allocating remote memory for the remaining
working sets. We do not further decrease the local memory ratio
for Infiniswap since it fails to run when this ratio drops below 50%.
However, LegoBase does not have such limitation and we even test
it with a considerably low local memory ratio, e.g., 10%. By default,
we allocate 8 cores for each containerized instance.
Workloads and datasets. We use two widely used benchmarks
TPC-H [6] and TPC-C [5], which represent an OLAP and OLTP
workload, respectively. We populate the database with 20GB records
for TPC-C, and set the warehouse parameter to 200. Regarding TPCH, we set its scale factor to 30, and use a 40GB database. Additionally,
we use an Alibaba production workload, with a profile of 3:2:5
insert:update:select ratio. We also use Sysbench [29], a popular
benchmark stressing DBMS systems, as a workload to evaluate the
fast recovery and elasticity feature of LegoBase.

7.2

Overall Performance

TPC-C results. Figure 8 presents the throughput (measured as
tpmC, the transactions per minute) and P99 latency comparison
among three systems for the TPC-C. Here, 20GB memory space is
sufficient to fit the entire working set. We also vary the number
of concurrent workload threads to increase the workload density
level. Clearly, across all test cases, the throughput and P99 latency
of Infiniswap worsen by up to 2.01 × and 2.35×, respectively, compared to the best-performed monolithic MySQL setup. Furthermore,
decreasing the local memory size plays a strongly negative impact
on the overall performance of Infiniswap. For example, with 16
threads, Infiniswap-50% introduces a 20.52% drop in throughput
and a 29.93% increase in P99 latency, compared to Infiniswap-75%.
The reasons for this performance loss can be found in Section 2.
Unlike Infiniswap, LegoBase delivers comparable performance as
MySQL across all cases, even with 50% memory placed remotely. For
instance, LegoBase-75% lowers (increases) MySQL-100%’s throughput (P99 latency) by only up to 3.82% (4.42%). Surprisingly, LegoBase with smaller local buffer size has moderate performance loss,
e.g., we observe a 0.74% throughput drop and a 1.51% P99 latency
increase with 8 threads, when switching from LegoBase-75% to
LegoBase-50%. In the end, LegoBase significantly outperforms the
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Figure 11: Performance of TPC-C running over MySQL and
LegoBase with different local memory buffer sizes.
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Figure 9: Query latency comparison of the TPC-H benchmark between LegoBase and Infiniswap with varied memory allocation configurations
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Figure 10: The system throughput comparison of an Alibaba
production workload as time goes.
general database-oblivious Infiniswap by up to 1.99× and 2.33× in
terms of throughput and P99 latency, respectively.
TPC-H results. Figure 9 shows the latency comparison of selected
TPC-H queries among the three systems. The peak memory usage of
TPC-H queries is 40GB. We exclude Q2, Q13, Q16, Q17, Q20 and Q22
queries from this figure for clarity since they behave similarly but
run incredibly shorter or longer than others. We can draw similar
performance conclusions for TPC-H as TPC-C. Overall, MySQL100% delivers the lowest query latency, while Infiniswap achieves
the highest ones. Across all queries, LegoBase-75%’s latencies are
closer to the ones of MySQL-100%, while LegoBase-50% introduces
a slight increase in query latency. However, regardless of the local
buffer size, LegoBase significantly performs better than the two
variants of Infiniswap. Take the 11th query as an example, LegoBase50% runs only 4.54% slower than MySQL-100%, but 45.4% and 75.7%
faster than Infiniswap-75% and Infiniswap-50%, respectively.
Alibaba production workload result. In addition to synthetic
workloads, we evaluate LegoBase with a trading service workload
at Alibaba, which is very memory-intensive and contains a significant number of update transactions. The peak memory usage of
this workload is 256GB. We further stress LegoBase with a much
smaller local buffer size. Here, we set it to 10%. Figure 10 shows
the performance comparison between MySQL and LegoBase. At a
glance, LegoBase achieves a sustained high throughput (measured
as queries per second) and its average throughput is 27904.8, which
is just 9.96% lower than MySQL. We also deployed a monolithic
MySQL variant with only 10% local memory space, denoted by
“MySQL-10%”. Surprisingly, its performance is only around 39% of
that of the best performing MySQL. The difference between MySQL10% and LegoBase-10% implies that the amount of most used pages
already exceeds the local memory space, and the remote memory in
LegoBase is heavily used and important for performance enhancement, while MySQL-10% experiences IO inefficiencies when reading
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Figure 12: Performance of TPC-H running over MySQL and
LegoBase with different local memory buffer sizes.
data from the persistent storage. Thus, LegoBase is well-suited the
cloud-native environments and can offer comparable performance
even with large memory space placed remotely.

7.3

Impact of Local Memory Buffer Size

Next, we focus on the influence of local memory buffer sizes on
the performance of LegoBase. Here, we continue to use TPC-C and
TPC-H as benchmarks. The experiment setups are the same as the
above ones. We change the local memory buffer sizes from 10% to
100% of the peak memory usage.
Figure 11 summarizes the system throughput and P99 latency
numbers performance of TPC-C with LegoBase w.r.t different local
memory buffer sizes, and we compare these numbers against the
best performing MySQL. We do not compare with Infiniswap since
it does not accept less than 50% local memory ratios. With 1 to 2
threads, LegoBase achieves similar performance as MySQL, across
all memory configurations. This is because that the system is lightly
loaded and almost the entire working set can fit into the local
buffer. However, with the increasing number of threads, smaller
local buffer sizes have visible but moderate performance loss. For
instance, even only having 10% of data available in local memory,
LegoBase still achieves up to 91% of MySQL’s throughput and its
P99 latency by up to 10%, under 16 threads. The performance loss is
a direct consequence of the number of unavoidable remote memory
accesses to pages that are not cached in the local buffer.
Figure 12 shows the measured latency of TPC-H queries with
varied local buffer ratios ranging from 10% to 100%. For all selected queries, decreasing the local buffer ratio would result in
different degrees of performance degradation. For most queries
except Q4 and Q10, LegoBase increases their latency numbers by
7.61%-62.7% across all memory configurations. However, we observe up to 2× worse performance achieved by LegoBase for Q4
and Q10, compared to MySQL. This is because the two queries are
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Figure 15: The comparison of the time to recover from crash
failures and warm up the rebooted compute instances.
21.6%, when the local memory buffer ratio is 10%, 25% and 50% of
the peak memory usage, respectively. This is because with LRU_RBP,
we can directly obtain the locally missed pages’ remote memory
address without network operations. Furthermore, smaller memory
buffer sizes observe better performance improvement, since they
result in more cache misses than other memory configurations.

50%-local

Figure 14: Throughput comparison with LRU_RBP switched
off/on, using LegoBase with Sysbench oltp_read_write.
more memory-intensive than the rest with less temporal locality.
Thus, we observe that a large number of remote memory accesses
were introduced when the local buffer size is limited for the two
queries. This set of results points out there exists a trade-off among
query patterns, performance, and local buffer sizes. We leave this
exploration as future work. Finally, in spite of the performance gap
between LegoBase and the best performing MySQL, we observe that
LegoBase significantly outperforms the worst-performing MySQL
with a limited local buffer, whose size is a fraction of its peak memory consumption. For instance, LegoBase-10% introduces a 1.48×
and 1.41× latency speedup than MySQL-10% for Q4 and Q10, respectively. This is because loading data from a remote buffer is still
much faster than from the underlying storage.

7.4
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Breakdown Analysis

Reduction in communication steps. Even with RDMA, a remote
page access is still much longer than a local one. Therefore, the primary optimization enabled by our solution is to reduce the number
of communication steps. To understand this, we plot the total number of round-trips of executing a set of selected TPC-H queries with
Infiniswap and LegoBase in Figure 13. Here, the system configurations are looking identical to Figure 9. Across all queries, Infiniswap
introduces significantly more network activities than LegoBase. For
example, the number of round-trips of Infiniswap is 5.5×, 10.8×,
and 4.11× of LegoBase’s, for Q1,in Q3 and Q4, respectively. The
superior performance of LegoBase is because of its co-design of
memory disaggregation and database engine.
Impact of LRU_RBP. We use LRU_RBP as a remote metadata cache
to reduce the number of remote address lookups. To understand
this, we evaluate the impact of this optimization w.r.t different
memory configurations. Here, we switch on and off the LRU_RBP
and consider the following memory configurations, namely, 10%,
25% to 50%. We use the sysbench oltp_read_write workload with
uniform distribution. Figure 14 reports the throughput number
comparison. As expected, switching off LRU_RBP would result in
significant performance loss. For example, the optimized LegoBase
outperforms the counterpart without LRU_RBP by 47%, 43% and
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7.5

Fast State Recovery

To investigate LegoBase’s recovery performance, we run the sysbench oltp_read_write workload with both MySQL and LegoBase.
For LegoBase, we vary its memory configurations from 10% to 50%.
We inject a crash failure to bring the database compute instance
down at 80 second, and observe the recovery process. We first
measure the recovery time, which corresponds to the time spent
between rebooting a new instance after a crash and bringing its
states to be consistent again. We then measure the warm-up time,
which corresponds to the time from being able to serve requests to
the point the peak throughput reaches.
In Figure 15, MySQL takes 50s to recover crash states and is able
to serve requests again at 130 second. It also takes another 70s to
populate all its memory space to reach its 90% of highest performance again. In contrast to MySQL, the downtime of LegoBase
is very short. For instance, it takes only 2s to recover states for
LegoBase-10% and LegoBase-25%, and 3s for LegoBase-50%. This is
because the first-tier ARIES protocol enables a quick recovery of
the compute node by reading checkpoints from gmCluster. Note
that we only require a limited amount of computational resources
in gmCluster since the recovery process still runs on cNode, while
gmCluster just needs to buffer dirty pages and checkpoints, and
flush them to storage.Furthermore, LegoBase takes up to 16s to
achieve 90% of its peak throughput across all three memory configurations, and its warm-up time is up to 4.38× shorter than that of
MySQL. This is because the vast majority of memory pages cached
in the large remote buffer do not need to be recovered and loaded,
instead, they are re-used by LegoBase’s compute node.
Additionally, we inject another failure to bring a remote node in
gmCluster down at the 80s, and measure the state recovery time of
the victim cNode. As illustrated by the LegoBase-10%(all memory
crash) curve, its recovery behavior looks similar to that of MySQL,
and experienced 52-second downtime. This is because when the remote buffer crashes, we allocate a new remote buffer for cNode, and
then resort to the original MySQL recovery procedure to populate
both local and remote buffer again by loading the newest persisted
checkpoint and replaying WAL records from the storage layer.
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Figure 16: Performance of LegoBase when adapting CPU allocations to three workload changes (vertical dashed lines)

7.6

Elasticity and Cost-Effectiveness

Finally, to evaluate LegoBase’s quick elastic deployment feature,
we again use a multi-phase sysbench oltp_read_write to stimulate
time-varying user behaviors in the production environment. From
0-95s, we use 6 workload generation threads, double the thread
number between 96-195s, and use 24 threads in the 196-300s time
interval. Finally, we reduce the number of threads from 24 to 6 in
the final time interval (300-430s). When a sudden increase in traffic
is detected, LegoBase will accordingly increase the CPU resource
provision by migrating the target application to another container
with more CPU cores. Figure 16 portraits the request throughput.
During phase 1, LegoBase achieves a stable throughput, which
is about 43000 queries per second. At the 100 second, we observe
that LegoBase’s throughput drops to zero but the downtime is just
2 seconds. This connects to the container migration that responses
to the first workload change. Because LegoBase flushes all dirty
pages to the remote buffer before migration, the state recovery
is very fast. During phase 2, the new LegoBase obtains 16 CPU
cores and thus brings its peak throughput to 93188.84. Again, at
the 200 second, to react to the second workload change, migration
takes place again and introduces only a 2-second downtime. During
phase 3, due to plenty of CPU cores, the LegoBase’s performance
reaches 167953.26 and is nearly 4.0× of the one achieved in phase
1. The phase 4 starts at the 300 second, where we shut down most
of sysbench threads and only use 6 threads to generate workload.
When detecting this change, we do not immediately de-provision
LegoBase’s CPU cores. Instead, we introduce a graceful time period
of 30 seconds. This says that at the 330 second, we start to remove
2 CPU cores from the running container (rather than migrating to
a new one) every two seconds until only 8 cores left. We observe
that LegoBase’s throughput drops to the level of the phase 1 right
after the workload change, and then remains unchanged.
Cost-effectiveness. In the end, we try to calculate the cost saving
with the elastic deployment. With regard to experiments in Figure 16, thank to the support of LegoBase’s elasticity feature, we
use 7800 (core × seconds) in total. However, using the traditional
resource provision method to avoid server overloaded, one has to
allocate 32 CPU cores all the time during four phases, which results
in a total number of 13760 (core × seconds). Therefore, LegoBase
reduces the monetary cost by 44% for the end-users.
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RELATED WORK

General Resource Disaggregation. The recent proposals falling
into the resource disaggregation category include LegoOS[40],
dRedBox[27], Firebox[4], HP “The Machine”[13, 18], IBM system[12],
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Facebook Disaggregated Rack[17], Intel Rack Scale Architecture[26],
etc. Among these proposals, LegoOS is most relevant to LegoBase,
but they significantly differ in remote memory management. LegoBase manages remote memory mostly by the database kernel in the
compute instance. This design choice brings benefits of by-passing
OS kernel, re-using database-specific optimizations like sophisticated LRU algorithms, and leveraging data access patterns to derive
new optimizations such as variable-sized RDMA operations.
Infiniswap[22] is an RDMA memory paging system and exposes
unused memory in remote servers to applications. Leap[2] further
explores the prefetching strategy to improve the cache efficiency.
Remote Region[1] proposes a file-like new abstraction for memory
in the remote server. However, our study in Section 2 plus the
recent study [45] identifies the significant performance loss when
directly applying resource disaggregation techniques to the context
of cloud-native databases, because these techniques are unaware
of unique characteristics of databases. Therefore, we advocate the
need for co-designing database and disaggregation architectures
for fully exploiting the benefits of resource disaggregation.
Disaggregated Databases. Amazon Aurora moves logging and
storage to distributed storage systems [42]. Alibaba PolarDB decouples the compute and storage resources [31]. TiDB [24] separates
SQL layer from the underlying key-value storage engine. Furthermore, HailStorm[7] disaggregates and scales independently storage
and computation for distributed LSM-tree-based databases. Though
promising, they only consider the resource decoupling between
the compute and persistent storage resources and neglect memory,
which we find more important than other resources for database
applications. Therefore, we propose a novel memory-disaggregated
cloud-native relational database architecture and offer a holistic
system approach to optimize its performance.
Distributed Shared Memory. Existing works [8, 16, 35] provide a
global shared memory model abstracted from the distributed memory interconnected with RDMA network. However, most of these
approaches either expose inappropriate interfaces for or require
substantial rewriting of our targeted cloud-native databases. In contrast, LegoBase includes distributed shared memory as one of its key
components, but encompasses many new database-oriented optimizations such as adopting page abstraction, two-tier LRU caching,
and two-tier ARIES protocol.

9

CONCLUSION

LegoBase is a novel memory-disaggregated cloud-native database
architecture. Experimental results with various workloads demonstrate that LegoBase is able to scale CPU and memory capacities
independently with comparable performance as the monolithic
setup without using remote memory, and achieves faster state recovery and is more cost-effective than state-of-the-art baselines.
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